**SALVE REGINA**

**SALVE** — Greeting of veneration, placing oneself in Mary's presence as Mother of Christ the King, under the cross of mercy is sacrificial love.

**REGINA** — She is Queen as Mother of the Church and before Assumption now in Heaven.

**MATRER MISERICORDIAC** — She is the channel of Christ's mercy.

**VITA** — Of our spiritual life by her intercession, Mary's happiness is model of our own.

**DULCES DOMINO** — Mary's happiness in Heaven is promise of Heaven.

**ET SPES NOSTRA** — Mary had to hope; she inspires our hope.

**ANALYSIS**

**SALVE** — Greeting again, end of veneration.

**PRAYER OF PETITION**

**AD TE CLAMAMUS** — Of urgency, of desperation.

**EX SULES FILI ICEAE** — Exiled from Heaven, not in our true home.

**AD TE SUSPIRAMUS** — The hope of children.

**CLEMENTE E FLEXITES** — Confident expectation, sin, mourning, over.

**IN HAC LACRIMARUM VALLE** — Valley of earth, mountain of Heaven.

**BENEDITUM FRUCTUM VENTRIS TUI** — She gave us Christ; she will give us Christ.

**O CLEMENS** — Understanding, sympathetic.

**O PIA** — Faithful to God.

**O DULIS VIRGO MARIA** — Sweetness of enjoying God.

**BY GRACE AND FAITH HERE** — Virgin in body, Virgin in Spirit.

**MARY = LADY, QUEEN**